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Abstract

Given the dramatic shifts in societal norms to curb overt stereotyping and prejudice, these biases may leak out in more subtle ways
than were apparent in the past. Accordingly, we examined how the suppression of stereotypes might affect post-suppression category-
based stereotyping and the more subtle feature-based stereotyping. In support of our proposition, participants in the suppression con-
dition used more feature-based, but less category-based stereotypes in their post-suppression task than participants in the control
condition. Furthermore, a relation between post-suppression category-based and feature-based stereotyping existed in the suppression
condition such that decreases in category-based stereotyping were associated with increases in feature-based stereotyping. Findings as
a whole suggest that norms against the expression of stereotypic biases may ironically lead people to be more vulnerable to biases as
a function of within-category features.
� 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Over the past 50 years there has been a dramatic reduc-
tion in the overt expression of racist and sexist attitudes
and stereotypes in Western societies (Campbell, 1971;
Greeley & Sheatsley, 1971; Hyman & Sheatsley, 1956;
Hyman & Sheatsley, 1964; Schuman, Steeh, & Bobo,
1985; Taylor, Sheatsley, & Greeley, 1978). Yet, more subtle
approaches to the measurement of stereotypes and preju-
dice, focusing on implicit or automatic evaluations and
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beliefs that are not under conscious control, suggest that
racial and gender biases are still alive and well (Devine,
1989; Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, & Williams, 1995; Witten-
brink, Judd, & Park, 1997). This suggests that strong social
norms have developed that encourage many people to curb
the open-expression of prejudice and stereotypes based on
social categories such as race and gender (Klonis, Plant, &
Devine, 2005).

Certainly this effort to suppress the expression of cate-
gory-based stereotypes and prejudices is not without conse-
quences. According to the social psychological research on
suppression, active efforts to suppress a thought actually
increase the thought’s activation and the probability that
the suppressed thought may leak out on later occasions
(Wegner & Erber, 1992; Wenzlaff, Wegener, & Klein,
1991). With continued practice and monitoring, of course,
it may be the case that overt category-based stereotypes
and prejudice never leak out, at least in their original form
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(cf. Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne, & Jetten, 1994). Rather,
the active suppression of such category-based beliefs may
mean that they leak out in more subtle and seemingly
harder-to-control forms.

We propose that one of these subtle ways is through
within-category feature effects. Indeed, there has been
recent interest in stereotyping based on physical features
that vary within social categories, as well as between them
(i.e., Afrocentric facial features in the case of race, Blair,
Judd, Sadler, & Jenkins, 2002, and vocal features in the
case of gender, Ko, Judd, & Blair, 2006). This work has
demonstrated what we call feature-based stereotyping,
wherein stereotypic inferences are made on the basis of
such features even within social categories. So both Whites
and African Americans with more Afrocentric facial fea-
tures are seen as more likely to possess attributes that are
stereotypic of African Americans and both males and
females with more feminine voices are judged in a more ste-
reotypically feminine manner.

As discussed below, the subtleness of feature-based ste-
reotyping means that it may also be harder to control
than category-based stereotyping. Thus, stereotype sup-
pression may be effective at reducing category-based
biases since curbing the use of category cues for judgment
are relatively well practiced and therefore unlikely to
show rebound effects. However, suppressing category-
based stereotyping may lead to rebound in another form,
with greater feature-based stereotyping following (or even
during) active attempts to suppress category-based stereo-
typing. This is the main assertion that motivated our cur-
rent work.

In line with our reasoning, recent work on racial ste-
reotyping showed that perceivers had little trouble sup-
pressing category-based stereotyping but were unable to
suppress stereotypes arising from variations in the degree
to which targets, within race, had African American
(Afrocentric) features (Blair, Judd, & Fallman, 2004).
Specifically, in this research, prior to a judgment task,
participants were either instructed to ‘‘try avoid using
the person’s race as a basis for judgment’’ (p. 770; cate-
gory suppression condition) or instructed to ‘‘try to avoid
using the person’s Afrocentric features as a basis for judg-
ment’’ (p. 770; feature suppression condition). In a last
condition, participants were given no such instructions
(control condition). The judgment task results showed
that in the category suppression condition participants
were less likely to use targets’ racial category as a basis
for their judgments than in the control condition. No
such effect was observed in the features suppression con-
dition; participants’ use of within-category features were
unaffected by the instruction manipulation. To explain
the lack of control over feature-based stereotyping, the
authors argued that perceivers are largely unaware of fea-
ture-based influences. Furthermore, suppressing them is
complex because feature-based judgments are literally
not black or white as are category-based judgments—fea-
tures are riddled with myriad shades of gray (e.g., think of
variations in nose size). This complexity is further height-
ened by the fact that not one but many different cues
(e.g., nose size, kinkiness of hair, fullness of lips) consti-
tute Afrocentric features, hence suppressing feature-based
stereotypes would require monitoring the influence of the
variation in all these cues. In other words, because within-
category cues are composed of many fine-grained physical
characteristics, effectively monitoring feature effects would
be extremely difficult and effortful.

Recent examination of modern-day criminal sentencing
also suggests a dramatic reduction in category-based out-
comes such that the race of offenders seems no longer to
be predictive of sentencing length, although it clearly was
found to be in the past (Blair, Judd, & Chapleau, 2004).
However, features impact sentencing such that offenders
with more Afrocentric features received longer sentences,
even when controlling for factors such as criminal record
and race (Blair et al., 2004; also see Eberhardt, Davies, Pur-
die-Vaughns, & Johnson, 2006). Similarly, Ko, Judd, and
Stapel (Submitted for Publication) found that vocal femi-
ninity features affected sex discrimination in hiring decisions
such that applicants with masculine voices were rated as
more competent than those with feminine voices, even while
there was no discrimination based on gender itself.

In addition to its more subtle aspect, societal norms may
also contribute to people’s lack of control over feature
effects. As discussed above, our society has exclusively
focused on differences in social categories as the source of
stereotyping and prejudice: societal norms that dictate
against the use of within-category features as a basis for
judging others are not as well defined or explicit. Conse-
quently, people may lack the necessary practice at monitor-
ing feature-based biases in order to control feature
influences effectively.

In sum, there are clear indications that people today are
quite capable of curbing blatant category-based stereotypes
but not the more subtle feature-based ones. However, no
research to date has examined the question of whether an
actual relationship between category- and feature-based
stereotyping exists. At first one could assume a positive
relationship between the two, such that perceivers who
do not use category-based stereotyping will not use fea-
ture-based stereotyping either. However, the literature we
just reviewed leads us to doubt such a relationship. To
put it another way, it does not logically follow that perceiv-
ers who find it easy to avoid using category cues will also
necessarily find it easy to avoid using features as a basis
for stereotyping. No relationship between these two bases
of stereotyping thus seems a reasonable prediction. Based
on the stereotype suppression literature, however, we pro-
pose a negative relationship. More precisely, when perceiv-
ers are made to control for the use of category-based biases
then, the more they continue to suppress their category-
based stereotyping, the more they will use feature-based
stereotyping.

Our proposal relies on the fact that suppressing stereo-
types is known to ironically increase their accessibility (Mac-



1 The English descriptions were translated into Dutch and can be
obtained from the first author. Further details about the descriptions can
be found in Ko et al. (2006).

2 For a detailed description of the vocal femininity scaling process,
criteria used to select the final subset of voices, and procedure of the
probability task see Ko et al. (2006).
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rae et al., 1994). Insofar as people continue to control their
use of stereotypes, this increased accessibility remains
unseen. However, once the pressure to control stereotypes
is relaxed this increased accessibility manifests itself in the
form of the so-called rebound effect (cf. Macrae et al.,
1994). To the best of our knowledge, this decrease in the
pressure to control has always been presumed to take place
sometime after suppression. We believe, however, that the
process of stereotype suppression and rebound does not nec-
essarily have to follow such a sequential timeline. Indeed, if,
as is the case with feature-based stereotyping, people are not
aware that they are using such stereotypes, then they will not
exert control over their use of these stereotypes. Hence, it
follows that heightened accessibility could manifest itself
(through rebound in features-based stereotyping) while peo-
ple are simultaneously suppressing stereotypes (through
control of category-based stereotyping). We argue that an
examination of this topic is particularly timely and impor-
tant, given the dual presence of strong norms in our society
not to discriminate and the, nevertheless, strong and persis-
tent experience that discrimination is alive and well. Perhaps
the norms that dictate against category-based discrimina-
tion actually lead to stronger feature-based discrimination.

To test this relationship between category- and feature-
based stereotyping, we adopted a particularly novel
method where stereotype suppression and rebound was
examined via two different modalities. Namely, we manip-
ulated suppression of category-based stereotyping through
the visual modality then measured its effects on stereotyp-
ing in the auditory modality. Traditionally, researchers
have examined stereotype suppression and rebound as it
relates only to visual stimuli, which perhaps represents an
underlying presumption that suppression and rebound
only occurs within the same modality. Furthermore, past
research has solely focused on category-based suppression
and rebound (e.g., Macrae et al., 1994; Wyer, Sherman,
& Stroessner, 2000). As far as we are aware, we are the first
to propose and show that suppression originating from one
modality not only affects judgments based on another
modality but also that its effect can be dual, such that sup-
pression of category-based stereotyping in the visual
modality can affect both category-based and within-cate-
gory cue-based stereotyping in the auditory modality.

In sum, the present research investigated the relation-
ship between category- and feature-based stereotyping
within the auditory domain. In particular, we examined
whether suppressing the use of gender-category stereotypes
in one task affected stereotyping both on the basis of voice
gender category and variations in within-gender vocal fem-
ininity in another task. We predicted that the suppression
manipulation would have a dual effect such that it would
lead participants to inhibit (as compared with a control
condition) the use of category cues while increasing the
use of feature cues as a basis for stereotyping. Moreover,
this dual effect in the suppression condition should show
a negative correlation such that the more participants con-
trol the use of category the more they rely on feature cues.
Experimental methods

Stimuli for probability

Self-descriptions

Four descriptions developed by Ko et al. (2006, Study
3) were used in this experiment. These varied on the
degree to which the depicted person had gender stereo-
typic attributes and the degree to which the person was
likeable. An example of the positively valenced female
stereotypic description was ‘‘As an elementary school tea-

cher, I like to create an environment where students learn to

cooperate and build self-confidence. An essential part of

doing this is not to have favorites, but rather to give more
care and attention to the children who are more shy and ret-

icent. I make myself available even outside of the classroom

if any one of them should need my help’’.1
Recorded voices

Forty-five female and 40 male voices saying the ‘‘Rain-
bow Passage’’ (Fairbanks, 1940, p. 127) were scaled on
vocal femininity.2 Based on the results, 15 male and 15
female voices were chosen.
Participants

Thirty-eight male and 138 female University of Gronin-
gen students participated in exchange for course credit or
monetary compensation.
Procedure

Participants were told that they would complete a
number of short unrelated tasks. We employed a standard
suppression procedure (see Macrae et al., 1994) where the
first task was explained as an investigation of patterns in
how perceivers write about others. Accordingly, partici-
pants were told that they would be given 10 min to write
about a day in the life of a male and a female target
depicted in two photographs. Furthermore, those in the
suppression condition were told that they should avoid
gender stereotypes and be careful that these not affect
what they wrote. Those in the control condition were
not given these extra instructions. Participants were then
put in separate cubicles with an envelope containing the
first target photograph and a sheet of writing paper.
Those in the suppression condition had a written rein-
forcement to suppress gender stereotypes at the top of
their writing paper. The gender of the first target ran-
domly varied between participants. After 5 min, partici-
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pants were given a second envelope, with a photograph of
the second target whose gender was always opposite to
the gender of the first target, a new sheet of writing paper,
and another 5 min to write. Hence, each participant saw
(and wrote about) both the male and female photographs.
Following this writing task, participants engaged in a
probability judgment task, similar to that used by Ko
et al. (2006). This task was presented as an interpersonal
accuracy task, where they had to match the self-descrip-
tion of a target with the correct speaker. Participants were
randomly assigned to read one of the four self-descrip-
tions before listening to the 30 voices, presented in ran-
dom order. For each, they estimated the probability, on
a 0–100% scale, that the person speaking was the one
who wrote the self-description. Since any one of the
voices could be the correct speaker, participants were
allowed to assign the same probability value to more than
one speaker. After the probability task, participants com-
pleted a final unrelated questionnaire.
Analysis

We expected probability judgments to be related to gen-
der category and within-gender vocal femininity to the
extent that participants were making their judgments based
on category membership and/or within-category vocal fem-
ininity cues. Further we were interested in whether the sup-
pression manipulation moderated these relationships.3 Our
analysis involved a multilevel modeling procedure, estimat-
ing a separate regression model for each participant (see
Blair et al., 2002; Ko et al., 2006). In these regressions, par-
ticipants’ probability ratings for the 30 voices were
regressed onto two predictors: (a) contrast-coded gender
category (+1 if female, �1 if male) and (b) degree of vocal
femininity. The resulting two partial regression slopes per
participant—one assessing the partial relationship between
probability ratings and gender category and the other
assessing the partial relationship between probability rat-
ings and vocal femininity—became the two measures which
we subsequently analyzed. These partial slopes were sub-
jected to a 2 (self-description stereotypicality: female vs.
male) · 2 (self-description valence: positive vs. nega-
tive) · 2 (condition: suppression vs. control) between-par-
ticipant ANOVA.

Partial slopes for gender category in the case of female
stereotypic self-descriptions should be positive to the extent
that category-based stereotypes are guiding judgments
because for female stereotypic inferences the probability
ratings should be higher for female voices (coded +1),
3 A coder, blind to the experimental condition, rated the content of the
participants’ writings using a 1 (not at all gender stereotypic) to 7 (very
gender stereotypic) scale. The result showed that participants’ writings in
the suppression condition was indeed less stereotypic (M = 3.99,
SD = .70) than participants’ writings in the control condition (M = 4.31,
SD = .63), t(173) = 3.07, p < .01.
regardless of vocal femininity. On the other hand, partial
slopes for gender category in the case of the male stereo-
typic self-descriptions should be negative to the extent that
category-based stereotypes are guiding judgments because
for male stereotypic inferences the probability ratings
should be higher for male voices (coded –1), regardless of
vocal femininity. Consequently, evidence for category-
based stereotyping necessitates that the average category
slope for female stereotypic descriptions is positive and
that the average category slope for male stereotypic
descriptions is negative. Additionally, greater category ste-
reotyping would be indicated by a greater difference
between these two slopes (more positive for female stereo-
typic descriptions and more negative for male stereotypic
ones). Accordingly, our specific prediction for category-
based stereotyping would be confirmed by a significant
self-description stereotypicality by condition interaction
since we expected the difference between the mean category
slopes for female and male descriptions to be smaller under
suppression (i.e., less category-based stereotyping) than
control condition.

Partial slopes for vocal femininity in the case of the
female stereotypic self-descriptions should be positive to
the extent that feature-based stereotypes are guiding judg-
ments because for female stereotypic inferences the prob-
ability ratings should be higher for voices that are
higher on vocal femininity, regardless of the speakers’ gen-
der category. On the other hand, partial slopes for vocal
femininity in the case of the male stereotypic self-descrip-
tions should be negative to the extent that feature-based
stereotypes are guiding judgments because for male stereo-
typic inferences the probability ratings should be higher
for voices that are lower on vocal femininity. Conse-
quently, evidence for feature-based stereotyping necessi-
tates that the average vocal femininity slope for female
descriptions is positive and the average vocal femininity
slope for male descriptions is negative. Additionally,
greater feature-based stereotyping would be indicated by
a greater difference between these two slopes (more posi-
tive for female stereotypic descriptions and more negative
for male stereotypic ones). Accordingly, our specific pre-
diction for feature-based stereotyping would again be con-
firmed by a significant self-description by condition
interaction since we expected the difference between the
mean femininity slopes for female and male descriptions
to be larger under suppression (i.e., more feature-based
stereotyping) than control conditions. Note that the direc-
tion of this interaction should be opposite to the one
involving category slopes because suppression should
decrease category-based stereotyping but increase fea-
ture-based stereotyping.

In sum, the two self-description by condition interac-
tions—one with partial category slopes as the dependent
variable and the other with partial vocal femininity slopes
as the dependent variable—directly test our critical hypoth-
eses concerning category- and feature-based stereotyping
as a function of the suppression manipulation.
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Results

Category use

Recall that for the measure of category use, the larger
the difference between the mean category slopes for female
and male descriptions, the more participants made use of
category as a basis for stereotyping, controlling for vocal
femininity. Presented in Fig. 1 are the mean category
slopes, broken down by condition and self-description ste-
reotypicality. As one would expect, the ANOVA revealed a
description stereotypicality main effect, F(1,168) = 180,
p < .001, indicating that participants, on average, did use
the speakers’ gender category to make stereotypic infer-
ences. More central to our purpose was the predicted
description stereotypicality by condition interaction,
F(1, 168) = 6.97, p < .01, showing that the difference
between the mean positive and negative category slopes
was significantly smaller in the suppression than control
condition. This interaction demonstrated that participants
who were told to avoid using gender stereotypes in the first
writing task (suppression condition) made less use of the
voices’ gender category in the subsequent probability task
to make stereotypic inferences than participants in the con-
trol condition.4,5 In other words, this finding confirmed
that participants did indeed curb their category-based ste-
reotyping as a function of the suppression manipulation.

Although our critical test was the stereotypicality by
condition interaction, additional simple effects tests
revealed that for female stereotypic self-descriptions partic-
ipants in the control condition (M = 9.91) used gender cat-
egory marginally more than participants in the suppression
condition (M = 7.47), F(1,168) = 2.99, p < .086. For male
stereotypic self-descriptions participants in the control con-
dition (M = �6.21) used gender category significantly
more than participants in the suppression condition
(M = �3.34), F(1, 168) = 4.04, p < .047.6
4 Our results also revealed effects of less theoretical interest such as a
valence main effect, F(1,168) = 55.95, p < .001. This valence effect was
moderated by stereotypicality, F(1,168) = 19.80, p < .001, revealing that
the difference between female and male negative self-descriptions
(M = 14.67 vs. M = �3.26) was larger than the difference between female
and male positive self-descriptions (M = 2.71 vs. M = �6.30). Finally, the
condition by valence interaction, F(1,168) = 5.43, p < .021, showed that
the difference between negative and positive self-descriptions was larger in
the control condition (M = 6.77 vs. M = �3.07) than in the suppression
condition (M = 4.64 vs. M = �0.52).

5 Consistent with past work on vocal stereotyping (Ko et al., 2006) we
found no participant gender effects here or in any of the following results.

6 Given that one of these simple effects is significant and the other is
marginally significant, one might wonder whether the suppression effect
for the female descriptions (i.e., mean partial slope in control of 9.91 vs.
mean partial slope in suppression of 7.47) was smaller than the
suppression effect for male description (i.e., mean partial slope in control
of �6.61 vs. mean partial slope in suppression of �3.34). Reversing the
signs of the slopes for the male stereotypic descriptions enables us to
examine this. When this analysis is conducted there is no evidence that the
suppression effect is different in magnitude for the female vs. the male self-
descriptions, t(168) = .21, p < .84.
Vocal femininity use

Recall that for the measure of vocal femininity use, the
larger the difference between the mean vocal femininity
slopes for female and male descriptions, the more partici-
pants made use of features as a basis for stereotyping, con-
trolling for category. Presented in Fig. 2 are the mean
femininity slopes, broken down by condition and self-
description stereotypicality. Again, the ANOVA revealed
a stereotypicality main effect, F(1, 168) = 166, p < .001,
showing that participants, on average, did make use of fea-
tures to make stereotypic inferences. More central to our
reasoning was the predicted description stereotypicality
by condition interaction, F(1, 168) = 5.34, p < .023, show-
ing that the difference between the mean positive and neg-
ative vocal femininity slopes was significantly larger in the
suppression than control condition. This interaction dem-
onstrates that participants who were told to suppress
gender stereotypes in the first writing task made more use
of vocal femininity in making their subsequent probability
ratings than did participants in the control condition.7 In
other words, this finding confirmed that participants did
indeed rebound in their feature-based stereotyping as a
function of the suppression manipulation.

Again, in addition to the critical interaction of interest,
we performed simple effects tests. These revealed that for
female stereotypic self-descriptions participants in the sup-
pression condition (M = 3.55) made more use of vocal fem-
7 Of less theoretical relevance was a valence main effect, F(1,168) = 4.28,
p < .041, indicating that more feminine voices were rated as more probable
for negative self-descriptions (M = �1.49) than for positive ones
(M = �2.88).
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ininity than participants in the control condition
(M = 0.83), F(1,168) = 8.12, p < .005. For male stereotypic
self-descriptions participants in the suppression condition
(M = �6.77) tended to make more use of vocal femininity
than participants in the control condition (M = �6.36),
although not significantly so, F(1, 168) < 1.8

Correlational analyses

As can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2, results observed on the
category and femininity slopes at the mean level seem to
suggest opposite effects of our suppression manipulation:
suppression decreased category use but increased feminin-
ity use. As a way to investigate whether there was a rela-
tionship between the use of category and femininity, we
computed partial correlations (controlling for stereotypi-
cality and valence) between these two measures. These
analyses revealed no correlation in the control condition,
(r = .10, p < .38). However, in the suppression condition,
the less participants used category gender, the more they
used vocal femininity features (r = �.33, p < .01).
8 Given that one of these simple effect is not significant, one could
wonder if the rebound effect for female description (i.e., mean partial
slopes of 0.83 vs. 3.55, for control and suppression, respectively) was
larger than the rebound effect for male description (i.e., � 6.36 vs. � 6.77).
Reversing the sign of these partial slopes for the male descriptions enables
us to answer this question. Doing this shows that the suppression effect for
the male descriptions is not significantly different from the suppression
effect for the female descriptions, t(168) = 1.70, p < .09. In other words,
the rebound effect does not significantly depend on whether the proba-
bility ratings were made for the stereotypically female descriptions or the
male ones.
Discussion

The goal of the current research was to investigate how
suppressing category-based stereotypes might affect stereo-
typing due to variations in within-category cues. First, con-
sistent with our reasoning that people may have become
quite practiced at suppressing category-based stereotypes
and that categorical cues are relatively simple to monitor,
we found that participants who were told to suppress cat-
egory-based stereotypes in the writing task continued to
do so in the probability task. Second, we found strong sup-
port for our hypothesis that such suppression heightened
the use of within-category cues as a basis for stereotyping.

Central to our purpose was the relation between cate-
gory- and feature-based stereotyping. In support of our
reasoning, the correlations revealed that when participants
were told to suppress the use of stereotypes (i.e., in the sup-
pression condition) a relation existed such that the less
these participants used category cues the more they used
within-category features in their judgments.

The research reported earlier by Blair and colleagues
importantly outlined the ways in which stereotyping could
be based not only on social categories but also on features
associated with category membership that vary within those
categories (Blair et al., 2002; Ko et al., 2006). They also dem-
onstrated that these feature-based stereotyping effects were
relatively subtle in the sense that participants did not seem
to be able to suppress them when instructed to do so (Blair
et al., 2004). The present set of results importantly extend
these conclusions by examining the relationship between
the two sorts of stereotyping—category-based and feature-
based— and how efforts to suppress the former, while
successful, may actually increase feature-based stereotyping.
We would suggest that these results are particularly timely,
given the widely-shared and largely effective norms that
encourage people to avoid the expression of category-based
stereotypes. Ironically, our work suggests that the adoption
of such norm-prescribed behavior may end up increasing the
extent to which one stereotypes others based on those fea-
tures that are associated with category membership but that
vary within categories.

A number of novel aspects of this research set it apart
from past work on suppression and rebound. First, this is
the first demonstration of cues involved in suppression
(i.e., between-category cues) being different from the cues
involved in rebound (i.e., within-category features rather
than the same between-category cues involved in suppres-
sion). Second and most importantly, perceivers’ use of
these two cues for stereotyping allowed us to demonstrate
both suppression (through the use of between-category
cues) and rebound (through the use of within-category fea-
tures) simultaneously. Furthermore, these two aspects pro-
vide new insight into our understanding of stereotype
suppression and rebound by revealing a somewhat para-
doxical effect. That is, suppressing stereotypes associated
with a given category (e.g., stereotypes about females)
can lead to rebound that not only affects members of that
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category (i.e., females) but, paradoxically, also affects
members of the opposite category (i.e., males). Third, we
showed rebound effects in a totally different physical
modality from the one in which suppression was intro-
duced. That is, we manipulated the suppression instruc-
tions through the visual modality using photographs and
a writing task, whereas we presented cues and observed
rebound in the auditory modality (i.e., as a function of lis-
tening to voices). Some may think that Macrae et al. (1994,
Experiment 2) were the first to demonstrate suppression
and rebound in two different modalities because their sup-
pression task involved writing about a target skinhead
depicted in a photograph whereas rebound was measured
behaviorally. However, we would argue that this is not
entirely accurate since both the stimuli used in their sup-
pression task (i.e., photographs) and rebound task (i.e.,
jacket and bag supposedly belonging to the target skin-
head) were visual ones. Hence, in essence, the cues used
to trigger both suppression and rebound were of the same
visual modality.

Affirmative action and equal opportunity laws are some
examples of how greatly Western society has advanced in
terms of attempting to neutralize category-based influences
that may unfairly bias judgments. However, biases still
exist. Our findings suggest that we can no longer rely exclu-
sively on categorical differences to elucidate why this is the
case. Instead, a more complete understanding of the biases
that occur must necessarily include examinations of how
the more complex yet subtle within-category cues exert
their influences on judgment and behavior. Our research
imparts perhaps an even more sobering message; feature-
based biases do more than merely exist—they can be exac-
erbated by norms (and legislation) that appropriately dam-
pen category-based stereotyping and discrimination.
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